Asklepieion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapae. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Aesculapions (Asklepieions). In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

Bill Robinson, Former Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
UT MISSION STATEMENT...

"The mission of the University of Tennessee, Memphis is to improve human health through education, research and public service, with an emphasis on improving the health of Tennesseans".
SGAEC helps dedicate new rock-climbing wall
Repelling Ropes Unfold......

Every student who was anyone was on hand for the formal dedication of the new Rock-climbing wall. This added feature to the already well equipped Recreation Center was well received by thrill-seeking students, faculty and staff.
Each term the Office of Student Life administers student activities which provide an opportunity for students to escape the ongoing stresses of their educational experience. These special events are planned, promoted, and carried out with the assistance of the student Entertainment Committee and members of the SGAEC. Some of the more successful events this past year were the ever so popular "5:00 Friday" social gatherings, the "Coffee Break" held during the lunch hour, and the second annual "Student Appreciation Day" which consisted of a huge "Party in the Pit", otherwise known as the amphitheater.
Unlolclin$ inhibition1

ites were something very special that seemed to unfold quite often this past year, especially around the 5:00 hour. Every year the Office of Student Life spends countless hours, with the help of the student Entertainment Committee and the SGAEC preparing an ongoing series of social mixers that have come to be known as "5:00 Friday". This past year we went to several places around town such as the Rust Boogey, BB King's, and the Memphis Pizza Cafe. Literally hundreds of students turned out for these events. As depicted in these photographs, there is no doubt that this series of social mixers is very successful and serves a useful purpose.
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY

Party Unfolds in the Pit

The second annual Student Appreciation Day was a tremendous success. The "Party in the Pit" attracted over 600 students. UT students took over the amphitheater for an afternoon of food, fun, and games. Many door prizes were donated by various sponsors. The Memphis Redbirds, 98 MFS Radio, and many other organizations were on hand to help make this party worthy of the UT Memphis student. This memorable event was organized by the Office of Student Life, the SGAEC, and the student Entertainment Committee.
Hundreds of students along with faculty and staff members came through the south lounge of the Student Alumni Center for a taste of some deliciously flavored international coffee. The Office of Student Life, members of the Entertainment Committee, and the SGAEC served up coffee that originated from continents around the world. Flags from around the world were flying high as this was turned into an event with international flavor. The musical entertainment provided by Brian Green, a College of Medicine student, was in very good taste. Of equal taste, was the coffee, tea and cookies that were provided free of charge to the students. The “Coffee Break” with its strong support from the student body is fast becoming a UT Memphis tradition.
The University Health Services Office was giving their annual free flu vaccinations, and the Office of Student Life turned it into a big party. With the support of the SGAEC and the Entertainment Committee, treats were provided for the brave at heart. Thousands of students, faculty, and staff showed up for a free flu shot and some free treats at the “Boo! Flu” event.
The Office of Campus Recreation is a focal point for recreational opportunities at UT Memphis. Physical activity plays a vital role in the development and maintenance of a "healthy, well-adjusted" individual. The programs offered by Campus Rec are a means to educate, provide opportunities for competition and social and personal interaction between students, provide assessment and guidance in the area of fitness, and to provide student leadership opportunities.

The Outdoor Adventures Program provides opportunities for personal challenge and discovery. Our goal is to bring enjoyable and worthwhile experiences by introducing students to the many areas in Tennessee and nearby regions that offer outdoor recreation opportunities. Participants are instructed on a variety of skills such as camping, canoeing, reading a trail map, trip planning, and wilderness cooking. These skills can then be transferred to our personal lives giving us the ability to take charge of our own circumstances, overcome fears, and become active in group decision making.
The competitive nature of sports, even in a recreational setting, win or lose, is a great self-esteem builder.

Unfolding Champions in All Sports...

FALL - 1999

MIKE BAKER MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
J. Kendrick, J. Betchick, H. Cuningham, M. Oliver

FALL - 1999

MIKE BAKER MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
J. Kendrick, J. Betchick, H. Cuningham, M. Oliver

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Men's Bracket: J. Owings
Women's Bracket: P. Thompson
Co-Rec Bracket: A. Leach, T. Coffee

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
Men's Bracket: M1 Scrappers
Women's Bracket: M2's
Co-Rec Bracket: MPT's

SPRING - 2000

SOCCER
Men's Bracket: M3's

SOFTBALL
Men's Bracket: D3's
Co-Rec Bracket: D1's

FLAG FOOTBALL
Men's Bracket: D4 Bombers
Women's Bracket: OT's
Co-Rec Bracket: MPT Class of 2001

Volleyball
Men's Bracket: MPT 1's
Women's Bracket: P3's
Co-Rec Bracket: MPT's

Tennis
Men's Bracket: Y. Zaguazdin

Table Tennis
Men's Bracket: MPT 1's

Ultimate Frisbee
Men's A Bracket: Fastbreaks
Men's B Bracket: D3's
Co-Rec Bracket: MPT's

5 ON 5 BASKETBALL
Men's A Bracket: Fastbreaks
Men's B Bracket: D3's
Co-Rec Bracket: MPT's

Ultimate Frisbee
IG Superfamily
Leadership unfolds within UT Memphis

Student Organizations

BAPTIST STUDENT ASSOCIATION

BLACK STUDENT ASSOCIATION

UNIVERSITY CATHOLICS

CHRISTIAN MEDICAL & DENTAL SOCIETY

INDEPENDENT PRESBYTERIAN BIBLE STUDY

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION

UNITED METHODIST FELLOWSHIP
In 1980 the Imhotep Society became an officially recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly contributed to student life and student process at UT Memphis. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honor students for high academic achievement.

While the principle objective of the Imhotep Society is to reward and recognize student leadership and service on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.

1999-2000 INDUCTEES

ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
Keliee Berry, Angelica Elam,
Elisabeth Jarvis, Chun Lam,
Tamara Mitchell, Letonia Smith

GRADUATE HEALTH SCIENCES
Roopa Andhare, Chad Moore,
Indrani Halder, Kristine Olney

NURSING
Julie Dalehite, Mary Fitzpatrick

SOCIAL WORK
Chris Horne

PHARMACY
Katherine Beets, Kristi Brewer,
Nikia Brooks, Martha Matthews,
Diane Pojanowski, Dustin Roberts,
Tracey Robinson, Frank Shah,
Stephanie Young

DENTISTRY
Mark Baber,
Rachel Brand,
Andy Curry,
Leslie Dillard,
Alane Furlotte,
Jared Louviere

MEDICINE
Claudia Barthold, Tamra Butler,
Nanette Eldridge, Marty Gentry,
Emily Graham, Noel Henley,
Michelle Hollis, Nikki Holzhauer,
Gustavo Lozada, Beth Marlow,
Katherine Medley, Chad Price,
Matt Rappe, Brooke Saunders,
Erin Saunders, John Scott, Joey Stone

Thanks for a job
Well Done!
STUDENT Support Services

Copy Connection
L-R: Martin Fletcher, Jan Jiff, Rita Bette, Jimmy Trotter

Library Staff
Seated L-R: Maggie White, Arne C. Bunting, Nina Rocket, Tom Siporella, Susan Selig, Richard Notias, Standing: L-R: Robin Williams, Jonathan Scott, Gwen Jackson, Beatrice Johnson, Bernice Richardson, Patrica Stephenson, Veda Sydo, Patsy Whitten, Jerome Wilson, Jetta Timel

Counselor's Office
Front Row L-R: Byron Porter, Tamara Wilson, Anita Anderson. Back Row L-R: Zevita Holman, Gwen Campbell, Tonya Polk, Markae Christiansen.

Student Housing
L-R: Charles Carpenter, Deborah Edward, Marie Eldridge, Gloria Haynes, Wanda Coonance, June Floyd.

Computer Lab
Allied Health Sciences

Dentistry
Graduate Health Sciences
Medicine
Nursing
Pharmacy

College of the Allied Health Sciences

See what unfolds
ALPHA ETA SOCIETY
MEMBERS INDUCTED IN 1999

CYTOTECHNOLOGY
Jennifer Marie Hamm
Karen Winchester

DENTAL HYGIENE
Jennifer Selem
Phyllis C. Wilson
Stephanie Lynn Wright

HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Stacy Lynn Jowers
Kristen Marie Lilly

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Xiaolei Hu
Jeremy Edward Jenkins
Vera Leonidovna Tarakanova

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Candice Marie Barrentine
Lydia Jo Gray
Kathryn Elaine Knight
Leanna Nikole Simmons
Erica Lynn White

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Robert Daniel Algee (M.S.)
Allison Elizabeth Allen
Cindy Rhea Beacham
Wendy Lynne Beddingfield
Dawn Michelle Brandz
Lori Ann Burton
Fawn Diane Elizabeth Galvan
Brandon Scott Harcum
Eric Russell Lyons
Melanie Jane Mitchell
Ashley Anne Nations
Stacy Ailene Stuart
Melanie Ann Wright

CLASS OF 2000

Brian Dayford
David Hill
Michael Hodkins
Kathleen Pfeifer

Cindy Llewellyn

Class Officers: Front Row L-R: Cindy Watchman (Vice President) David Hill (President) Brian Bayard (Honor Council Representative) Back Row L-R: Kathleen Pfeifer (Secretary-Treasurer) Michael Hodkins (Alternate Honor Council Chair)
DENTAL HYGIENE
CLASS OF 2000

April Adams
Ashley Almen
Nancy Armstrong
Cindy Bucy
Gina Blumberg

Jennifer Brush
Stephanie Bryant
Marina Cawmack
Tanya Cummings
Kim Deaton

Jennifer Dilday
Stephanie Fultz
Amy Helley
Heather Holster
Aline Hutchings

Elisabeth Jarvis
Lori King
Kelley Kirkland
Kayla Littlejohn
Tommy Lowell

Jennifer Moody
Cindy Rum
Lisa Perrigo
Sha Ruby
Mary Ratcliff

Laura Scott
Beth Strickly
Catherine Treder
Beverly Maffly
Karen Vaughan

Suzan Whittington

CLASS OFFICERS: Bottom Row L-R: Jennifer Brush (Vice President), Amanda Vaughan (Secretary), Ashley Almen (Social Chair), Heather Helley (Treasurer). Top Row L-R: Kim Deaton (Matron), Kelley Kirkland (President), Elisabeth Jarvis (Norton Code Rep.), Lori King (Social Chair), Tanya Cummings (Honor Rep.), Amy Stuart (Historian).
DENTAL HYGIENE
CLASS OF 2001

Margie Andrews
Amy Barclay
Jennifer Bonner
Shelema Conlee
Sonia Days
Marka Dunlap

Amy Fults
Anna Gaither
Tina Ice
Tommy Ing
Gynthia Jones
Pamela Jumper

Denise Hill
Joe Kirk
Carrie Lowery
Courtney Rush
Helia Manickai
Rachel Pullman

Lesley Richardson
Andrea Scarbrough
Janie Taylor
Leslie Thomas
Angela Wade
Erin Wayley

CLASS OFFICERS
President — Anna Gaither
Vice President — Amy Fults
Sec., Treas. — Sonia Days
Historian — Marka Dunlap
Ast. Historian — Jennifer Bonner
Honor Code Rep. — Shelema Conlee
Ast. H. C. Rep. — Angela Wade
Social Chair — Margie Andrews
Co. Social Chair — Andrea Scarbrough

The Thomas P. Herman Dental Society presented scholarships to dental hygiene Herman Scholars from 32 colleges and universities at an annual meeting in Atlanta. Pictured left to right: Herman Scholar Maria Dunlap and Herman Trustee Dr. Thomas P. Cahalan.
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
CLASS OF 2000

Elizabeth Stenwell
Nicole Benton
Amy Belkley
Agnieszka Efem

Tara Johnson
Tiffany Smith
Bethany West
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
CLASS OF 2000

Polly Adams
Parlece Cox
Jason Deemer
Monica Dressler
Marcie Gross

Tara Higgin
Sharon Hoppe
Jennifer Jennings
Trang Le
Reva Lust

Jill McPherson
Muhl Pham
Eric Pham
Mervin Sanchez

Can your
bacteria do
this?

Leilani Collins
M.D.-Medical Technology (Master's)
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
CLASS OF 2001

Michelle Amourault
Susan Bishop
Sarah Dachon
Vinda Duncan
Thanh Ho

Tamara Brooke Longhuy
Tamara Mitchell
Lotenia Smith

Class Officers: Front Row L-R: Susan Bishop (Honor Code Representative) Brooke Longhuy (President) Back Row L-R: Sarah Dachon (Vice-President) Tamara Mitchell (Secretary-Treasurer) Michelle Amourault (Alternate Honor Code Representative)
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2000
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2001

Jennifer Carter
Jen Clinton
Shelley Coleman
Jamie Cox
Elizabeth Curtis
Beth Dearing

Alisha Ellis
Tamatha Davis
Allison Davis
Amy Greene
Marty Riedma
Allison Holt

Sara Jones
Sarah Kegley
Priscilla Moore
Leann Morris
Laura Newman
Shelley Smith

Amy Tigner
Roger Whitney
Summer Whitbread
Kelly Zeller

CLASNO OFFICERS: Front row L-R: Leann Harris (Public Relations Rep.), Shelley Coleman (Secretary), Shelley Smith (President), Alisha Ellis (Honor Code), Kelly Zellers (AOTA Rep.), Jeni Callins (Intramurals) Back row L-R: Laura Newman (TOTA Rep.), Alison Holt (Social Chair), Amy Tigner (Secretary), Beth Deering (Treasurer), Jamie Con (Faculty Liaison), Alison Garff (Vice President).
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2000

Jennifer Arnold
Christie Baudo
Brian Blackwell
Jaden Bruno
Chantel Crenshaw

Leigh Curtis
Robert Drennen
Kelii Greene
Christy Rasty
Jennifer Rabilwood

John Makine
Patrick McGeehan
Troy McFlyne
Jo Mitchell
Sheila Mitchell

Lynne Parham
Jennifer Parrett
Kerrin Patel
Amy Phillips
Jonathan Pierson

April Pulley
Paul Petty
Revin Spence
Shannon Taylor
Danielle Townsend

CLASS OFFICERS
Freshman L.H.: Krist Green (Secretary), Leigh Curtis (in memoriam), Paul Petty (President), Lynne Parham (vice President), Jo Mitchell (Treasurer), Backrow L.H.: Kerrin Patel (Social Chair), Robert Drennen (Honor Code Rep.), Patrick McDermott (Intramurals), Brian Blackwell (Social Chair), Stephanie Turner (Recorder), Shella Mitchell (Honor Code Mt.)
MASTER’S PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2001

Amanda Andrews
Curt Arthur
Peter Azevedo
Brittney Bess
Cameron Bolton
Terri Brumfield-McCasi

Catherine Byrd
Rachel Cain
Che'Che' Chambers
Jan Crowell
Hevin Dillan
Chad Ellis

Kaitlyn Holdreger
Jason Hotter
Shannon Hughes
Stacie Lynn Johnson
Laura Kee
Lana Lumbard

Sarah Marcrom
Nathan Miller
Kathryn Natalh
Whitney Nation
Alana Parker
Elaine Pedley

Jennie Pate
Ronald DeMint
Jason Want
Mary Kathryn Weeks

CLASS OFFICERS
Front row left: Kathryn Natalh (Vice President), Cameron Bolton (Secretary), Jan Crowell (President), Che'Che' Chambers (Treasurer), Cathy Byrd (Reporter). Back row left: Kevin Dillan (Intramural Chair), Sarah Marcrom (Intramural Chair), Jan Crowell (Social Chair), Ron Sullivan (Social Chair), Elaine Haughery (Most Honor Code Rep.), Shannon Hughes (Honor Code Rep.).
MASTER’S PHYSICAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2002

Jennifer Brigston
Natalie Barry
Heather Donhoag
Tonya Brown
Maisy Burdett
Daris Carter

Amy Cantak
Lisa Collier
Jefferson
courtenay Pann
Dana Ferguson
Neria Fleming

Kimberly Franco
Ist Framko
Arturo Rivas
Jill Dwyer
Brandon Gray
Michelle Glaze

David Orsby
Lauri Hill
Dawn Hillend
Namen Holzer
Leah Rosener
Stephanie Huyett

Josie Jennings
Tamara Kond
Jared Pifer
Chad Lemm
Amie Leib
Matt Maget

Brent McCall
Lisa Maglino
Nanette Montgomery
Ed Reynolds
Will Murphy
Dapo Oduehaya

CLASS OFFICERS
Front row L-R: Talia Ghoruniwada (Treasurer), Doug Perry (Honors Colloquium), Jenny Puff (Honors Colloquium), Jennifer Briggston (Society Chair), Jocelyn Lott (Instrumental Chair), Ashley Wooten (Instrumental Chair). Back row L-R: Preston Shoeder (Social Chair), Kimberly Franco (Treasurer), Liz Hilt (Reporter), Jenny Puff (President), Claire Tinkle (Secretary), Brandon Gray (Vice President)
SEE
WHAT
UNFOLDS

College of the
Dentistry
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

William F. Slagle, D.D.S.
Dean

ASSOCIATE DEANS
- Dr. Mustafa Dabbous
- Dr. Phil Dorville
- Dr. Wisdom Coleman
- Dr. Russell Gilpatrick
- Dr. Morris Robbins

ADMINISTRATION
- Rose Harllee
- Ruth Smith
- Gwen Bolden
- Mary Pincay
- Sue Taylor
- Nancy Turner
- Johnnie Hart

CLINICAL AFFAIRS
- Susie Robinson
- Beverly Carman
- Annis Payne
- Linda Kunitz
- Donna Qualls
- Carolyn McCormusson
- Deleene Payne
- Dr. Paul Gregory
- Ann Armstrong
- Barbara Bondhus
- Dr. Merris Robbins
- Vashti Cole
- Dr. Simpson Evans

BUSINESS OFFICE
- Evelyn Cowley
- Gloria O'Leary
- Ardell Rendick
- Wendy Jackson
- Doris Brady
- John Atkins
- Michelle O'Connor
- Clara McMahon
- Lee Stanford
- Jim Sisti
- Bernard Rogers
ORAL DIAGNOSIS
Dr. Stan Covington
Dr. Richard Dickens
Dr. Glen Hart
Dr. Granville Murray
Dr. Eugene Hapet
Dr. Boyd Lee
Dr. Harry Minner
Dr. James Turner
Dr. Margaret Woods
Dr. Michael Kahn
Dr. Gene Jones
Dr. Eddie Burton
Dr. Robert Purdy

ORAL SURGERY
Dr. Charles Huttula
Dr. Charles Shannon
Dr. Bruce McCullar
Dr. Ben Hipp

GENERAL DENISTRY
Dr. Russell Gilpatrick
Dr. Judy Ross
Dr. Rachel Carrabre
Dr. Douglas Moore
Dr. Waltera Wooson
Dr. Barry Owen
Dr. Bill Johnson
Dr. Bill Brocket
Dr. Sampson Evans
Dr. Robert Scott

ORTHODONTICS
Dr. Robert Reim
Dr. David Crowder
Dr. Michael Williams
Dr. Gail Pettis
Dr. Rolf Behrens

PERIODONTICS
Shirley Smith
Loislee Hanson
Jonae Norman
Dr. John Splitxaged
Dr. Jacob Stitkoff
Dr. Mark Cutters
Erma Taylor
Dr. John Dean
Dr. Brian Fry
Dr. Bernard Raymore
Dr. Jerry Durand
Dr. Jane Ann Blakeship
Dr. Robert Rostov

PEDIATRIC
Dr. John Unkle
Dr. Sanford Fenton
Dr. Seth Carlson
Dr. Harry Sharp
Dr. Ken Caruth

PROSTHODONTICS
Dr. Robert Swords
Dr. Charles Smith
Dr. John Garty
Dr. Joe Gorta
Dr. Victor Bowles, III
Dr. Russell Wicks
Dr. George Latta
Dr. Jerry Campbell

ADVANCED EDUCATION IN GENERAL DENTISTRY
Dr. Steven Cloyd
Dr. Amjad Houma
Dr. Matthew Schneider
Dr. Peter Delaney
Tanya Mitchell
Kathy Mitchell
Shelia Brautigam
Mary Scallions
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

ORAL SURGERY
Darren Philips (4th yr.)
Harold Wallace (4th yr.)
Mark Monroe (3rd yr.)
Troy Nager (3rd yr.)
Russell Kirk (2nd yr.)
Thomas Ligon (2nd yr.)
Todd Fletcher (1st yr.)
Ernest Woodard, III (1st yr.)

ORTHODONTICS
Brent Lewis (3rd yr.)
Ruth Ross-Powell (3rd yr.)
Terry Spencer (3rd yr.)
Christopher Getman (2nd yr.)
Allen Longford (2nd yr.)
Jeremy McKee (2nd yr.)
Charles Vondran, Jr. (2nd yr.)
Daniel Brachaw (1st yr.)
Troy Williams (1st yr.)
David Wong (1st yr.)

PERIODONTICS
Robert Vangues (3rd yr.)
Richard Osborne, II (2nd yr.)
Troy Russell (2nd yr.)
Montgo Deberry (1st yr.)
Jon Flynn (1st yr.)

PROSTHODONTICS
Devon Bernhardt (2nd yr.)
Martin Barroche (1st yr.)

ORTHOdontics
Wilson Higgs (2nd yr.)
Michael MacKay (2nd yr.)
Brent Munroe (2nd yr.)
Laura McAskey (2nd yr.)
Harley Hiders, II (1st yr.)
Michael Root (1st yr.)
Robin Lewis (1st yr.)
Andrew Middleton (1st yr.)
Sarita Shah (1st yr.)

PEDIATRIC

UT STUDENTS WIN SCHOLARSHIPS
UT College of Dentistry students John McLemore and James Pledger won scholarships from the Thomas Hinman Dental Society. The awards were presented at the 86th annual Thomas Hinman Dental Meeting in Atlanta on March 25, 2000. McLemore and Pledger were selected by the deans of the dental school to receive the scholarships, which are based on academic performance and need. The Thomas P. Hinman Dental Society has promoted continuing education in the dental profession since its founding in 1912. This year, the Society provided scholarships to students at 32 colleges and universities in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Another night at the Flying Saucer with Miller, Pyrquis, and Fishlock.
CLASS OF 2001

Class Officers...

L to R: President Chad Edwards, Vice Presidents Jon Long, Eric Shuh, Kevin Dillard, Kurt Swauger, Secretary Cleopatra Thompson, Treasurer Jacqueline Schaffhauser

L to R: ASDA Reps Ben Cannon and Trey Carico, Quartermasters Mi Young and Amy Northcott, Honor Council Reps Deborah Robbins, Jason Webb, and Jesse Gray

Scott Akefson
Leslie Adam
Jamie Beauers
Michael Babcock
Caryn Boyd
Stephen Brandon
Josh Brinn

Michael Brooks
Jarrod Girdy
Derek Burns
Ben Cannon
Trey Carico
Tee Chaney
Mi Young Cheng

Mandy Ching
Kennon Clinton
Adam Davis
Hevin Dillard
Brian Douglas
Bradley Geyer
Chad Edwards

Sabin Dawg
Brian Ferr
Darron Felker
Eric Fugate
Steve Guthier
Me Quinney
Richard Rombi

Kevin Jones
John Klieve
Kevin Marklin
Maggie Keading
Jason Ryles
Trey Labella
Jon Long
CLASS OF 2002

Class Officers . .

L to R. President Jeremy Robinson, Vice President Kristi George, Jay Davis, Kim Mundy, Treasurer Holl Buhle, Secretary Melissa Humphrey

Back Row L to R. Quartermasters Brendan Weh, Jason Barth, AODA Reps Ben Stroud and Cameron Lehman-Olmes. Front Row L to R. Honor Council Reps Joe Pump, Ryan Bowles, and Cory Riskoson

Charlies Anderb
Andrew Remple
Murat Akyi
Ben Saghal
Ty Barksby
Jason Barth
Scott Bell

Brothers Bond
Ryan Bowes
Mike Burrows
Angela Cameron
Mike Curry
Cory Danner
Brad Davis

Jay Davis
Leigh Dillard
Maria Dubin
Bill Duncan
Todd Dally
Terry Eggert
Turner Downey

Lauren Fair
Patrick Folds
Sid Putnam
Dric Pastor
Alex Garrett
Herald Dalland
Pamela Grayson

Jonathan Griffin
Mike Doell
Dwayne Hall
Butch Martin
Mike Harris
Paul Harrison
Molly Harrison

Josh Banko
Todd Highgrove
Hana Harris
Melissa Humphrey
Amy Jones
Rob Hinder
Faitha Hune
CLASS OF 2003

CLASS OFFICERS

David Proctor — President
David Pond — Vice-President
Andy Boucher — Quartermaster
Edward Lapshekin — Treasurer
Craig Ryan — Quartermaster
Edie Rae — Vice-President
Ann Fantale — Secretary
Peter Jeng — Vice-President (not shown)

Mike Weatherby — Social Chairman
Donnie Carr — Chemical Corp. Rep.
Brian Heugler — Social Chairman
Krisl Quin — ASDA Fern
Scott Alexander — ASDA Rep.

Erim Ndububhi
Seth Ahrens
Reza Nokodadedi
Scott Alexander
Andy Boucher
Jill Baizden
David Barto

Christopher Beller
Daniel Bird
Brandon Birdwell
Nacho Brand
Andrew Butcher
Donnie Carr
Allen Chance

Tracy Charles
Charlie Cheng
Tristan Coffin
Heidi Cao
Josh Cozen
Stephen Drop
Jarin Doyle
PSI OMEGA FRATERNITY

Founded in 1892, the Psi Omega Fraternity aims to provide dental students with a means for relaxation from studying without interfering with students’ academic standing. It is believed that such a balance between education and recreation results in a more well-rounded student.

Andy Curry — President
Bill Eggart — Vice Pres.
Liz Geis — Secretary
West Lewis — Soc. Chair

Not Pictured:
Preston Miller — Treas.
Clay Sparrow — Soc. Chair
Lance Ashlock — Historian

XI PSI PHI FRATERNITY

Xi Psi Phi Fraternity is a fellowship of those having chosen the career of dentistry. Its purpose is to provide a more substantial foundation upon which to build a professional life. It honors the principles of knowledge, morality, and fellowship.
The American Student Dental Association serves as the governing body for the College of Dentistry. The executive council consists of elected representatives from each class, dental fraternity presidents, class presidents, and selected chairs. In addition, four officers are elected by the entire student body. This council meets weekly to discuss issues relating to the administration, faculty, and student life.

STUDENT NATIONAL DENTAL ASSOCIATION

OVERVIEW - The Student National Dental Association (SNDA) was incorporated in 1972, over 50 years after its parent group, the National Dental Association. It was created to encourage minority dental students in the pursuit of a dental career. The SNDA addresses the needs and concerns of minority dental students. The organization serves as a support group for minority students and works to provide a national communications network among students as a means of improving the health-employment distribution among minority and ethnic groups. SNDA works closely with the NDA and strives to educate and involve members in the social, moral, and ethical obligations of the dental profession. The University of Tennessee actively pursues the organization's goals, is heavily involved in the profession, and is involved in the recruitment of minority students. Social activities for members and services to the school and dental community are among the many areas addressed by the local SNDA chapter.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT - The members of the SNDA hope to provide not only a support network for our members, but for our campus and community as well. In this effort, the SNDA strives to act as a vehicle to educate and involve members in the social, moral and ethical obligations of the dental profession. In order to achieve this goal, our members have committed themselves to performing at least one public service activity per month.
STUDENT LIFE
Grad. Students @ work . . . . . . .

... and play!
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (GSA)

Wes Clark, President of the GSA, addresses the Student Body at the Dean's Annual Luncheon.

GSA Members (L-R): Michelle Crum (Pathology), Lori Knoop (Pathology), Toya Kimble (Anatomy and Neurobiology) and Wes Clark (president). Not Pictured: Lucie Kutikova (Health Science Administration), Chuck Dorsey (Microbiology and Immunology), Brian Bothner (Biochemistry), Chris Oehmen (Biomedical Engineering), Craig Merhelfa (Pharmaceutics)

College of Graduate Health Sciences
Staff and Administration

Dr. Richard D. Peppler
Dean

Dr. Edward Schneider
Associate Dean

Dr. David L. Armbruster
Assistant Dean

Becky Brown
Executive Assistant to the Dean

Not Pictured:
Jeff Bogue: Development and Alumni Affairs
Jequinn Curry: Administrative Services Assistant
The wave of incoming students... welcome to the family!!
PATHOLOGY

John Ahinen
Santar CDN
Michelles Cress
Anna Cunningham
Carol Dickerson
Steffy Bao
Lori Knapp

Mary Lethan
James Leckett
Wei Sun
Andrea Smynash
Elsa Ziegler

PHYSIOLOGY

Yi Lin
Qingheng Liu
Haibin Hu
Biao Pan
Tamara Vang
Adrian Williams
Qing Yuan

ORTHODONTICS

Christopher Gitman
Alex Langford
Jeremy McKinney
Andy Vondran

Biomedical Engineering

Joint Program Professors:
Jack Buchanan
Stan Crank
Semahan S. Demir
Dennis J. DiVagno
Frank DiBlanca
Eugene Eckstein
Lawrence Jordan
Mohammad Kiani
Herbert Zeman

Erno Linder
Robert Malkin
Michael R. Newman
Lloyd Partridge
Jae Young Rho
Steven M. Slack
Vincent Triffo
Michael R. T. Yen

The Joint Biomedical Engineering (BME) Program between the University of Tennessee Health Science Center and the University of Memphis allows students to obtain M.S. and Ph.D. degrees and concentrate in one of four different tracks: biomechanics, cell and tissue engineering, electro physiology, and medical imaging.
Biomedical Engineering

"Biomedical Engineering is a discipline that advances knowledge in engineering, biology and medicine, and improves human health through cross-disciplinary activities that integrate the engineering sciences with the biomedical sciences and clinical practice."

Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES)

Above: Co-Presidents Kristine Olney and Yvonne Lentz
Picture at left: Biomedical Engineering students mingling at a BMES social function.

"Biomedical engineers may be called upon to design instruments and devices, to bring together knowledge from many sources to develop new procedures, or to carry out research to acquire knowledge needed to solve new problems."

Institute of Electronic and Electrical/Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (IEEE/EMBS)

Above: Co-President Nicolle Mariner, Secretary/Treasurer Chris Oehmen, and Co-President Ashish Arvai
At right: BMES students interacting after a team-building workshop hosted by IEEE/EMBS

"Student Societies function to bring together students and professionals who have educational, research, or practical experience in biomedical engineering or in an allied scientific field. Individuals can develop leadership abilities and professional qualities among the student members as well as providing an environment for social interaction and exchange of ideas between all levels of undergraduates, graduates, faculty, and other professionals."

Student Activities

BME students are learning effective communication through a team building activity hosted by Mr. Oehmen from FedEx.

Did you know [...]"BME students swept all five awards at the 1999 2nd Tennessee Biomedical Engineering conference hosted by Vanderbilt in Nashville, Tennessee."

"In 2000, BME students placed in 6 out of the 10 awards at the 3rd Tennessee BME Conference in Knoxville."

At left and below: BME students and faculty mingling at the 1999 Joint Program Christmas Party hosted by Dr. Newman.
See what unfolds @ the College of Medicine
College of Medicine
ADMINISTRATION

Henry G. Herrod, M.D.
Dean
College of Medicine

College of Medicine
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

Jerome Thompson, M.D.
Associate Dean
Graduate Medical Education

James C. Row
Associate Dean
Administration

Richard P. Peppers, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Academic & Faculty Affairs

Michael E. Docktor, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Research

Herbert H. Wall, M.D.
Associate Dean
Academic & Student Affairs

Robert Baker
Assistant to the Dean

John R. Baker
Assistant Dean
Academic & Faculty Affairs

P. Jean Chesney, M.D.
Assistant Dean
Admissions & Student Affairs

Kenneth S. Robinson, M.D.
Assistant Dean
Admissions & Student Affairs

Nelson Stratton
Assistant Dean
Admissions & Student Affairs

Nol Pictured

Delma Cole
Linda Gregary
Pam Hall
Debby Hester

Not Pictured
Ruby Bland
Beauchan Curry
Janice Miller
Mary Ann Hargen

Nol Pictured
Diane Harris
Charmagee Rashada
Pat Moburn

Not Pictured
Physiology and Biophysics: Leonard R. Johnson, Ph.D., Chair

Front Row L-R: Hiroko Nishimura, D.M.Sc., M.D.; David Mendelowitz, Ph.D.; Leonard Johnson, Ph.D.; Polly Hofman, Ph.D.; Charles Leffler, Ph.D.; Aviv Hassid, Ph.D.; Arthur Manthey, Ph.D.; Shirley A. McCormack, Ph.D.


Pharmacology: William R. Crowley, Ph.D., Acting Chair

Front Row L-R: Dr. Yoshihiro Kiseki; Dr. Rajendra Raghava; Dr. Shannon Manta; Dr. Burr Sharp; Dr. K.J. Malke; Dr. William Crowley, Second Row L-R: Dr. Ming Li; Dr. Marshall Blum; Dr. William Wood; Dr. Richard White. Third Row L-R: Parker Satter; Dr. Leonard Lusthstein; Dr. Selman Solanace; Dr. Ed. Park. Back Row L-R: Dr. George Cook, Dr. Terry Sweatman. Not Pictured: Dr. Ira Weinstein, Dr. Murray Heimberg, Dr. Tamar Paizit, Dr. Merwyn Issel, Dr. Nahid Bakhari, Dr. Henry Wilcox, Dr. Sergio Cantor.

Pathology: Robert E. Scott, M.D., Chair


Internal Medicine

Nashville

Craig Wierum, M.D. —Internal Medicine

Knoxville

Susan C. Brewer, M.D. —Internal Medicine

Pharmaceutical Surgery

Pediatrics

Gayle Nisard, M.D. —Surgery

William Harris, M.D. —Ophthalmology

Not Pictured

Owen F. Phillips, M.D. —Obstetrics & Gynecology

Penelope H. Rosenzweig, Ph.D. —Psychiatry

Laura Tabernier, M.D. —Family Medicine

Jonсмерт. Thompson, M.D. —Opthalmology

Rita Uzeta, M.D. —Neurology

Knoxville

Carol J. Ellis, M.D. —Internal Medicine

Howard Fikston, M.D. —Surgery

Myrna Pablo, M.D. —Pediatrics

Jon S. Parham, M.D., M.P.H. —Family Medicine

Nirnala B. Upadhyaya, M.D. —ObGyn

Nashville

Mona L. Geftner, M.D. —Internal Medicine

Joseph Kipkasa, M.D. —ObGyn

Karl E. Miller, M.D. —Family Medicine

William L. Russell, M.D. —Surgery

Cathy Stevens, M.D. —Pediatrics

Chattanooga

Monica L. Gefter, M.D. —Internal Medicine

Joseph Kipkasa, M.D. —ObGyn

Karl E. Miller, M.D. —Family Medicine

William L. Russell, M.D. —Surgery

Cathy Stevens, M.D. —Pediatrics

Chattanooga
Anesthesiology: John Zandilla, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., Chair

John J. Anghel, M.D., Bruce E. Babula, M.D., Wally A. Bregman, M.D., Jeffrey A. Blaisdell, M.D., Darrell Boykin, M.D., Thomas A. Davis, M.D., James H. Hunt, Jr., M.D., Jeffrey R. Aronson, M.D., Jay C. Martin, M.D., Susan Macdermott, M.D., Matthew C. Heilman, M.D., Jeff Ramanathan, M.D., Sandra J. Reuel, M.D., Judith Nau, M.D., Cynthia M. Sandila, M.D., Ronald A. Shapley, M.D., Nourab I. Siddiqui, M.D., Jon R. Stein, M.D., W. Bruce Tidwell, M.D., Andrew T. Vu, M.D., Tony P. Wright, M.D.

Family Medicine: Elliott S. Sahakian, M.D., Acting Chair

Front Row (L-R): Joseph Ayers, M.D., Chris Gaffney, M.D., Mary Lee, M.D., Stephanie Smith, M.D., J. Susan Manning, M.D., Robert Hoover, M.D., Frank Williams, M.D., John McCall, Ph.D., Wim Macklin, Ph.D., Robert K. Mote, M.D., Bill Jones, M.D., Ray R. Walker, M.D., Pam Collier, Ph.D., Scott Mudd, M.D., Charles Coles, M.D., Net Feldman, M.D., Catherine Boldo, D.O., Shifash Shah, M.D., Chad Griffin, M.D.

Human Values & Ethics: Terrance F. Ackerman, Ph.D., Chair

L-R: Carson P. Strong, Ph.D.; E. Haskell Swords, Ph.D.; Terrance F. Ackerman, Ph.D.

Medicine: Dennis R. Schaefer, M.D., Chair

William Gibson
VP Academic Affairs

Amy Bartman
VP Academic Affairs BSS

Amy Graham
Class President MSEC President

Dana Willerson
VP Student Affairs CSB

Tam Best
VP Student Affairs

Prinda Jonelle Barnes
Claudia Louise Barthold

Anne Louise Bartow
Robert Kenneth Beam

Kaleen Dawyn Betty

Jana Brett
Secretary

Scott Jordan
Treasurer

Audra Reiner
CDM National Chairman

Jessica Meeh-Naffin
Admissions Committee

Jena Lavonda Best
Thomas Parker Best, Jr.

John Lee Blinkenberg
Amy Leigh Bootman

Michael David Bostwick

Claudie Barthold
MSEC Representative

Anne Bartow
MSEC Representative

Patrick Nerrell
MSEC Representative

Jason Fassler

Cassandra Hamilton
Social Chair

Cori Higgins
Social Chair

Not Pictured

Robert James Bothun

Jennifer Ann Bryan

Margaret Allison Brooks

Not Pictured

Danny Donovan
Honor Council Chairman

Angela Jenny
Honor Council Chairman

Trent Pault
Honor Council

David Wychol
Honor Council CUNP

Alison Brooks
AAPS

Letic Waltz
AAPS

Keramba Jelalma;
Counsey

Heather Pearson
Counsey

Kendra Michael Cockrell

James David Collins

David Matthew Coss
Match Day
March 16, 2000
Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor society in the world. Its reason for being can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. As stated in the society’s constitution, “Alpha Omega Alpha is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields.” AOA elects outstanding medical students, graduates, alumni, faculty, and honorary members to its ranks. The society’s key is designed after the Manubrium Sterni. The letters AOA, engraved on the key, represent not only the name of the honor society, but the essential words in its motto: Αξιος ωφέλειν τοις ολγοῦτας

“To be worthy to serve the suffering”

Class of 2000 AOA Student Selectees

Scott Thomas Arthur
Margaret Alison Brooks
Julie Michele Countess
Sarah Allison Cox
William Eric Cox
Nikki Holzhauer Feneen
William Cary Gibson
Nathan Adam Gray
Margaret Colleen Hastings

Sally Elizabeth Horne
Sarah Jane Rachel Jess
Christopher Todd Kroodsma
Nathaniel Lawrence Lafferty
Stanley Ian Martin
Richard Vaughan Massie
Chrisy Perel
Brett Stanford Sanders
Daniel Huff Shell IV

Jill Hickman Simmons
Chad Carlton Smalley
Brett Harden Walbel
Earl William Walker
Marcus J. Wang
Dana Lee Willerson
Lori Michelle Wolfe
David Aaran Wyckoff
Bonuch Zuckor
College of Medicine
Class of 2001

Class Officers
President-Matt Rappe', Treasurer- Dobie Giles, Secretary- Heather Ransome, VP Academic Affairs- Rushelle Jones and Courtney Henry, VP Student Affairs- Bryant “Bear” Benson and Kim Yatteau, MSEC Representatives- Nathan Allison, Michelle Culbreth, Russell McKissick and Rachel Wright, Professionalism Committee- Ched Garten, Roy Mages and Jarvis Walton, Intramural Coordinator- Chris Cannon, Social Chairs- Kyle Patterson, John Scott, Brook Saunders

“Friends multiply joy and divide griefs”
"Live well, Laugh often, Love Much!"

"Dare to strike out and make new grounds."
Intramural Soccer Champs
Halloween Bash 2000
One of the essential qualities of the clinician is interest in humanity, for the secret of the care of the patient is in caring for the patient.

—FRANCES WELD PEABODY
HALLOWEEN PARTY
COMMUNITY SERVICE

"I do solemnly pledge to consecrate my life to the service of humanity..."
--The Hippocratic Oath
College of Medicine

Class of 2003

Class Officers

Class President: Joel Baskin; VPs- Academic Affairs: Dara Gregor, Melanie Morris; VPs- Student Affairs: Jerri Anne Boswell, Erin Kish; HSEC: Karen Eaton, Amir Jahanpur, Gaylon Owens, Themos Suspathan; Secretary: Jennifer Towbin, Treasurer: Madajah Booth; Honor Council: Jamie Morgan, Susanna Swintley, Patrick Toy, Patrick Zuley; Professionalism: Katherine Hartley, Scott Holman, Kendrick Joyce; AMS: Kevin McPherson, Johnie Ross; Social Chairs: Brandon Cottrell, Troy Ploger; Intramural Coordinator: Benjamin Powell; VP- Notes: Stephen Fulton, Marie Joiner; Class Notes Officers: Kevin Akers, Nathan Austin, Khadijah Booth, Michael Burch, Regina Burton, Jason Chandler, Christopher Connors, Brenton Coger, David Conner, Brandon Cottrell, John Flatt, David Handley, Laura Hargreaves, Stafna Jones, Erin Keh, Kim L, Lea Ann Lund, James Mosley, Bryan Murphy, Brian Reed, John Rose, Sallie Ruffin, Patricia Scott, Courtney Stroup, Tamara Watson, Trent Webb.
MSEC 1999-2000

The Medical Student Executive Council is the governing council of the student body of the University of Tennessee College of Medicine, representing the students both to the faculty and to the administration of the university and to the Memphis community. The Council serves to represent all students in the College of Medicine and addresses issues affecting students' overall learning experience. MSEC is comprised of elected members from all four classes as well as of student representatives from organizations recognized by the College of Medicine. In addition, the MSEC annually elects a student to serve on each of the college administrative committees and on the admissions committee.

Emily Graham
MSEC President

Noel Henley
MSEC Vice President

MSEC 1999-2000

Class of 2000
Emily Graham, Class President
Claudia Barfield, Representative
Anna Barrow, Representative
Parisha Moorti, Representative
Jason Foor, Representative

Class of 2001
Matt Rappo, Class President
Nathan Allison, Representative
Michelle Galbreth, Representative
Russell McDaniel, Representative
Rachel White, Representative

Class of 2002
Raj Gulati, Class President
Saifeer Ashraf, Representative
Katherine Mellet, Representative
Christina O'Kelley, Representative
Chad Price, Representative

Class of 2003
Joel Baskin, Class President
Karen Eaton, Representative
Anna Bangert, Representative
Gaylon Owens, Representative
Thames Swapan, Representative

Organization Representative:
Jason Crockett, AMA
Lauren Garrett, SNMA
Jason Graham, SSS
Johanna Holms, EMIG
Sandra McCarty, FASA
Sara Miller, Phi Chi
Elisabeth Morgan & Katrina Price, FPPSA
Greg Shepard, SSIM
Cameron Trenor, AMSA

Biomedical Sciences Subcommittee
Cory Calabrese, M4
Obina Nwobi, M2

Clinical Sciences Subcommittee
Dana Wilkerson, M4
Jim Fiechtner, M3

Committee on Undergraduate Medical Education
David Wyckoff, M4
Jonathan Hadley, M3

Organization of Student Representatives
Austin Mitchell, M4
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN
Seema Venkataramana, M3
Cannon Turner, M2
Student Organizations

AMA
American Medical Association

AMSA
American Medical Student Association

SNMA
Student National Medical Association

Student Organizations

CIAO
Council for International and Area Outreach

AIMS
Aid for Impaired Medical Students

Honor Council

Arts in Medicine
Student Organizations

Family Practice Student Association

Emergency Medicine Interest Group

Pediatric Issues Student Group

Student Society of Internal Medicine

Student Surgical Society

Phi Chi

Located on the campus of the University, the Alpha Beta chapter of Phi Chi is the largest chapter of the largest medical fraternity in the country. The goal of Phi Chi is to offer all medical students an opportunity to join an organization that will help them make the best of their medical school years. Each person who joins does so for their own reasons, and not all who join live in the house. However, every member has access to all the facilities Phi Chi has to offer. Members have been living at the house, New Baldair, since 1970. Phi Chi continues to provide a strong history of service, tradition, and brotherhood.

Top Left: Phi Chi members in front of New Baldair. Top Right: Members kick back at the Back To School Party. Bottom Left: Service projects allow members to give back to the community. Bottom Center: Biweekly dinners give members a chance to catch up. Bottom Right: Phi Chi alumni from the 1940s to 1999 at the Founder's Day Banquet.
Officers

Pres. — Mary Fitzpatrick
V-Pres. — Michael Sainz
Sec./Treas. — Meredith White
Student Council — Mary Neil Murphy
Social Chair — Tamara Howard-Fain
AAP Chair — Beverly Glasgow

Option Representatives

FIP — Laurie Michels
FIP — Cindy Borges
Med.2nd — Heidi Taylor
Jackson — Chris McHatt
Office — Tamara Wells-Bruce
ACHP — Nett. LeJuene
ACHF — Andrea Barton
MSN 2000 Graduates

Tammy and Meredith meet Madeleine Leininger, a Nursing Theorist, at the TCHS conference
MSN Students

Bright Ideas Unfolding...
DNSC STUDENTS

Donald Bell
Johnniee Cody
Patricia Cunningham
Donna Farah
James Hambourton
Lynn Kirkland
Cathy Parrett
Dianna Patton
John Preston
Carolyn Zesper
Charmain Thomas
Nanette Volunteers
Cathy Young
Not Pictured:
Alison Dray-Brewer

See What Unfolds in Clinic . . .
SEE WHAT UNFOLDS IN LAB...

"Where's the BEEF?"

OSHA WOULD BE PROUD!!

Practice Makes Perfect
FRIENDSHIPS UNFOLDING . . .

See What Unfolds After a TEST . . .
PLAY TIME?

We never heard, saw, or told what unfolded!

Do I have to go back?

You never know where a nurse might POF up!

We’re OUTA here!!

Can’t just can’t believe Matt got an 'A'!
The UT College of Pharmacy faculty are known nationwide for their contributions to pharmacy practice and pharmacy research. The area the rest of the country does not see, and the part that keeps UT College of Pharmacy ranked in the top 10 pharmacy schools in the nation consistently, are the relationships they strive to make with their students. Because of their bringing the teaching outside the classroom, whenever students graduate from UT, they have already made colleagues and friends.
College of Pharmacy
2000 Graduates

Amy Seabrook
Class of 2000 President

CLASS OFFICERS

Jennifer Jones
Vice-President

Rebecca Crone
Secretary

Katie Portis
Treasurer

Shawn Pratt
National Pres. of Students

Paige Fornaci
Social Chair

Rebecca Fressley
Social Chair

Summer Startup
Social Chair

Adkisson, Bruce P.
Miers, Timothy L.
Alley, Arthur L.
Ammons, J. Alex
Arman. Joanna L.

Amford, Tasia S.
Santos, Angela F.
Dennis, Jeffrey B.
Spatko, Michael H.
Burgis, Adrienne H.

Boyce, Amanda B.
Broomard, Richard D.
Brown, Derrick J.
Blackburn, Kevin A.
Coady, David C.

Coley, John R.
Cone, Stephanie L.
Cross, Leonard B.
Duckling, Erica R.
Duke, Janet L.

Davis, Angela C.
Diggles, Emily J.
Pinch, Christopher R.
French, Nan Ruth E.
Freeman, Farrah J.

Garner, Tara L.
Holl, Rebecca C.
Hill, Patrick T.
Hardy, Galadale
Harrell, Traci A.
Class of 2001

CLASS OFFICERS

Back to front L-R: Kim Hoyers, class counselor, Diane Pojano, PSGA rep., Matt Dorris, social chair, Joshua Caballero, honor council, Debbie Portuns, social chair, Amanda Van Fleet, PSGA rep., Bille Tovar, treasurers, Donnie Brahnam, honor council, Teresa Cooper, president. Not Pictured: Marcus Dutch, president, Ashley Boone, secretary, Jud Jones, athletic, and Amanda Clark, athletic.
Above left: Angela Donvan practicing for clinics.

Above right: SPMA Health Fair at Whitehaven Community Center-March 1999.

Bottom right: Surnita Rnarar, Kerle Boone, Tiffany Turr, Kari Turner and Patricia Utton are Class of 2001 Phenomenal Women.
Top Left: David Jones taking time out of class

Top Right: Operation Immunization relies on students like Jason Hutchens, Diane Pojanowski, Amber Taylor, April Allen, and Marly Gentry

Center Left: Diane Pojanowski and Eric Hadley — Nothing Happened!

Center Middle: Kid Rock (Dustin Smith) and Pocahontas (Debbie Fortunato) team up for Halloween

Center Right: Fred Gattas working at diabetes monitoring

Bottom: Scott Griffin making the "A" the easy way

CLASS OFFICERS

Class of 2002

College of Pharmacy


Rebecca Adams, Donald A. Martin
Sephelai A. Alston
Tamika Anderson
Gerald D. Bentley
Matt Bresnich
Tracey L. Bortner

Amanda C. Bowers
Nico R. Brooks
Kelsee A. Brown
Shane Carriko
Carol L. Chapman
Jaeim T. Chapman
Stephanie B. Cayton

Daris A. Cookman
Hilsea J. Cordwell
David S. Craig
Leslie Crow
Carla L. Culver
Court R. Davion
Anika T. Davis
Paul J. Smith
Casey Steenken
Sarah J. Stonehoff
Ann Marie Sutherland
Joe M. Swanson
Teresa T. Tabb
Halsey A. Todd
Anne-V. Thomas
Helle Tumer
Bob Walker
Julie A. Wanninen
Huron A. Watkins
Stephen O. Welsh
Nathaniel Wilson
Scott D. Wcningham
Lee L. Wright

Left: Lori Mechan, Anne Thomas and Julie Washington smile for the camera.
Bottom Right: Nathaniel Wilson finally takes a break from studying.
Bottom Left: Class of 2002 Hicks Browo, Shambria Mayne, Teresa Tabb, Martha Matthews and Ashley Dubb.
College of Pharmacy

Class of 2003

CLASS OFFICERS

Charles Thompson, III
President

Shuna Peeler
Vice President

Briana Hempfling
Vice President

Tracey Robinson
Treasurer

Kim Nilgore
Secretary

Susan Dupont
Counselor

Shauna Peeler
Social Chair

Tina York
Social Chair

Brian Scallon
Athletic Chair

Ashley Wallace
Athletic Chair

Matthew Lovett
Class Representative
It takes someone special to become a leader. The University of Tennessee prides itself in not only graduating pharmacists but individuals that will become tomorrow's leaders.
Academy of Students of Pharmacy

Always on Top
The Student National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA) was founded in 1972 as a affiliate of the National Pharmaceutical Association (NPfA). The first meeting was held on the campus of Florida A & M University, Tallahassee, FL. SNPhA is an education and service association of pharmacy students and high school affiliate members, concerned about pharmacy, and health care issues; and the need for greater minority representation in pharmacy and other health professions. The purpose of SNPhA is to plan, organize, coordinate and execute programs geared toward the improvement of the health, social, and educational environment of the community; while providing opportunities for professional development.
"Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity lives up to the standards set long ago of Brotherhood, Industry, High Ideals, and Sobriety. We have these four virtues and take them out into the community. This year, we saw a lack of communications in the community. Kappa Psi brothers helped with global 4,000 immunizations. Our annual Trick-or-Treat for can goods was more successful than ever with donations over 400 pounds of food to the local food bank. We understand that UI will be able to teach us pharmacy, but Kappa Psi helps make us the well-rounded pharmacist."  

Kaleh Brown - Reporter
Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster among its members and provides the pharmacy student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, holiday parties for the Loving Arms Children, sponsorship of Forest Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the national fund raising campaign for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty alumni here at the University of Tennessee at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: professionalism, scholastic encouragement, social awareness, brotherhood and fraternalism.

Phi Delta Chi

Omega Chapter

Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster among its members and provides the pharmacy student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, holiday parties for the Loving Arms Children, sponsorship of Forest Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the national fund raising campaign for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty alumni here at the University of Tennessee at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: professionalism, scholastic encouragement, social awareness, brotherhood and fraternalism.

Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster among its members and provides the pharmacy student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, holiday parties for the Loving Arms Children, sponsorship of Forest Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the national fund raising campaign for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty alumni here at the University of Tennessee at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: professionalism, scholastic encouragement, social awareness, brotherhood and fraternalism.

Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster among its members and provides the pharmacy student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, holiday parties for the Loving Arms Children, sponsorship of Forest Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the national fund raising campaign for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty alumni here at the University of Tennessee at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: professionalism, scholastic encouragement, social awareness, brotherhood and fraternalism.

Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster among its members and provides the pharmacy student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, holiday parties for the Loving Arms Children, sponsorship of Forest Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the national fund raising campaign for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty alumni here at the University of Tennessee at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: professionalism, scholastic encouragement, social awareness, brotherhood and fraternalism.
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Pharmacy
Coll the Work Socia/ Work
"Students entering the University of Tennessee College of Social Work pursue careers in social work because they want to make a difference in people's lives, in their communities, and in our society. With a commitment to social equality and social justice, they seek to improve the quality of life with and on behalf of vulnerable populations." — Hugh Vaughn, Ed.D., Associate Dean

Jennifer Hart, Jay Ahknoun, and Angie Hamberg at the state capital lobbying for increased higher education funding and promoting the role of the social work profession in Tennessee.

Bobby Hall with two coworkers at the community foundation, where Bobby conducted program audits and participated in program development.

Mary Flynn and Emily Hershey at St. Jude hospital, where they provided supportive counseling, play therapy, and case management services to patients and their families.

Neketta Dean in her office at the VA hospital.

Bettye McBride at the Midtown Mental Health Center, where she assumed many management responsibilities including conducting an audit of the agency.

Lisa E. Makerup, Sherry E. Foulger, Bettye L. Phemister, and Donnie L. Pritchard.
Dr. Hiroxama’s Social Work Practice with Groups class

ChristopherButton at the Department of Human Services, where he conducted program evaluations and wrote federal grant proposals for the state of Tennessee.

Kathleen McNeil, Kimberly J. Tycen, Linda H. Voyles

Not pictured: Elisabeth A. Marquart, Daniel F. Johnston, Charles D. Medlin

Dr. Hiroxama’s Social Work Practice with Groups class

Calvin L. Reynolds

Corey M. Mcra

Amy C. Robertson

Tina E. Ross

Anna D. Sallie

Anna R. Shook

Shana C. Stanaway

Management and Community Practice students in the computer lab during Dr. Evan’s Health Policy class.

Phyllis M. Stewart

Kimberly J. Tycen

Linda H. Voyles

Dorinda M. Williams

Jennifer V. Wyatt

Nelson L. Young

Ondina D. Zimmerman
College of Social Work

First Year Students

Barbara Johnson and Blake Jacob at the Exchange Club, where they meet victims of domestic violence and their children.
College of Social Work

Extended Study Students

Kay Arendt
Adrianne Dee
Gretchen Dekker
Oval Ince
Patrice Johnson
Ron Lewis
Cathryn Hendus
Dana Miles
Lalashree Nagapudi
C. Shane Robbins
Faute Thompson
Cynthia Wright

Not pictured: Elizabeth Bishop

Clinical students taking a break from a group counseling exercise

Janet Lewis (r) and a coworker buried in paperwork at Porter Leath

Kristian Stewart, Adrianne Dee, and Mary Margaret Clayton hard at work at Porter Leath

Dr. Higginbotham smiling widely because he'll soon "retire" to Japan, where he'll lead the country's largest school of social work

Clinical students practicing group work skills
The Habitat for Humanity work day was the first of several service projects organized by the Social Work SGA to put our professional values into action.

Some of our Habitat volunteers at the end of the day with the new homeowner (far left): Sage Humphrey, Polly Thompson, Emilee Hensley, Dave Miller, Christopher Ritter, Mary Flinn, Jennifer Levine

Polly and Dane work hard busting hards!

Clinical studies taking a long-distance class with students in Nashville and Hopkinsville

As the Bastin Center, Matthew Fooley performed cardiology and diagnostic work and student management services to clin-ict at the center and their families

Some students and local agencies took advantage of the job fair organized by Rebecca Dean

Christopher enjoying the chance to integrate power tools and social work
Look what unfolded
Roger Clemens helps the New York Yankees beat the Atlanta Braves in four games to win the 1999 World Series.

The Dallas Stars capture the Stanley Cup with Scott Nabh’s game-winning goal in triple overtime.

In sports, it was a year for firsts. Forty million viewers tuned in to watch the U.S. Women’s Soccer Team triumph over China and Tiger Woods win six straight PGA tournaments. The Dallas Stars became the first team since the 1994 New York Rangers to win both the President’s Trophy and the Stanley Cup in the same season. In addition, Lance Armstrong overcame a bout with cancer to win his first Tour de France.

Mia Hamm and Brandi Chastain lead the team in a 5-4 narrow, penalty-kick victory over China to win the Women’s World Cup.

David Robinson and Tim Duncan triumph against the NY Knicks in the NBA Finals.

Chicago Cubs’ right fielder Sammy Sosa hammered out a big 63 home runs in 1999.

Although Andre Agassi loses to Pete Sampras in the 1999 Wimbledon Championship, he finishes the year ranked #1.


In a 5-4 narrow, penalty-kick victory over China to win the Women’s World Cup.

The year 2000 was greeted with celebrations across the globe, including a fantastic fireworks display at the Eiffel Tower and religious ceremonies in Jerusalem. Looking back on 1999, we see a year filled with hope for the future, but also a year plagued by war and natural disaster. The conflict in Serbia kept the world on the edge of its seat, while earthquakes, tornadoes and winter storms focused our attention on international relief efforts. In 1999-2000, we also said goodbye to some of the world’s most beloved celebrities including John F. Kennedy Jr., Walter Payton and Charles Schulz.
MUSIC

BACKSTREET BOYS
The Backstreet Boys release their much anticipated sophomore album "Astro Lounge."

JENNIFER LOPEZ
Latina actress and singer Jennifer Lopez debuts her pop album "On the 6," scoring a dance hit with "If You Had My Love."

FAITH HILL/TIM MCGRAW
The country couple both receive nominations at the 1999 American Music Awards. Faith Hill's album "Breathe" debuts at #1 on the Billboard Top 200.

RICKY MARTIN
"Livin' La Vida Loca" and "She's All I Ever Had" take Ricky's first English album multi-platinum.

BRITNEY SPEARS
"Boy Bands" and Latin superstars lead the 1999-2000 music scene. 'NSYNC and Backstreet Boys keep fans screaming for their good looks and slick dance moves. Ex-Menudo vocalist Ricky Martin wows audiences with his first English album, and actress/singer Jennifer Lopez scores big with her own first album. "On the 6." The biggest success story of the year, however, is former Mouseketeer Britney Spears' meteoric rise to fame via her debut LP "...Baby One More Time."

Alternative band STASHMOUTH releases their much anticipated sophomore album "Astro Lounge."

JENNIFER LOPEZ
Latina actress and singer Jennifer Lopez debuts her pop album "On the 6," scoring a dance hit with "If You Had My Love."

FAITH HILL/TIM MCGRAW
The country couple both receive nominations at the 1999 American Music Awards. Faith Hill's album "Breathe" debuts at #1 on the Billboard Top 200.

RICKY MARTIN
"Livin' La Vida Loca" and "She's All I Ever Had" take Ricky's first English album multi-platinum.

COMEDIAN ADAM SANDLER tries his hand at parenting to impress Joey Lauren Adams. Co-stars include Cole and Dylan Sprouse and SNL buddy Rob Schneider.

Joey Lauren Adams and Robert Redford reunite in this heartwarming love story about a skittish bride-to-be.

George Lucas makes history again with the 1999 release of "Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace." Star Wars fans waited in line days before the premiere in hopes of being one of the first to see the prequel.

"10 Things I Hate About You," a remake of The Taming of the Shrew, introduces newcomer Julia Stiles as a high school student who presents a challenge to her suitor Heath Ledger.

Keenan Reeves stars as a 21st century backer in "The Matrix." This ground-breaking science fiction film excites audiences with computer-generated effects and superbly choreographed fight scenes.

The Mummy

Richard Gere and Julia Roberts reunite in this heartwarming love story about a skittish bride-to-be.

Natalie Portman, Liam Neeson, and Ewan McGregor star in the highly anticipated prequel to the original Star Wars trilogy.

THE MATRIX
Incredible special effects and kung-fu fighting make this sci-fi thriller an instant classic. Keenan Reeves trained for months to pull off moves like this.

TLC returns to the hip-hop scene with "Fan Mail," featuring the singles "Come On Down" and "No Scrubs."

Backstreet Boys release their much anticipated album "Astro Lounge."

Jennifer Lopez debuts her pop album "On the 6," scoring a dance hit with "If You Had My Love."


Ricky Martin's "Livin' La Vida Loca" and "She's All I Ever Had" take his first English album multi-platinum.

Brendan Fraser stars as a soldier in the foreign legion who helps unleash a wicked curse in turn-of-the-century Egypt.

Brendan Fraser stars as a soldier in the foreign legion who helps unleash a wicked curse in turn-of-the-century Egypt.
TIME OF YOUR LIFE
In a "Party of Five" spin-off, Jennifer Love Hewitt's character, Sari, moves from San Francisco to New York, striking out on her own in search of love, success and her estranged father.

E. R.
Julianne Margulies, winner of four consecutive Emmy nominations for her role as head nurse, Carol Hathaway, enjoys the fifth season, with the rest of the "E.R." cast.

WHO Wants To Be A MILLIONAIRE
Contestants, chosen by a call-in selection process, compete to win increasing amounts of money up to $1,000,000. Regis Philbin coined the phrase of the year with "Is that your final answer?"

FRIENDS
As the leadoff series on NBC's "Must See TV" lineup, "Friends" continues to enjoy ratings success after six seasons, reaching an audience of 23.5 million people each week.

STARK RAVING MAD
Neil Patrick Harris (Drag Me Down) stars as Henry Nickly, a young book editor who is thrust into the chaotic, and often hilarious, world of a bestselling horror writer.

7TH HEAVEN
Featuring cast members Jessica Sied and Barry Watson, the WB Network's wholesome "7th Heaven" continues to follow the trials and tribulations of the Camden family.

The networks presented us with a dazzling variety of shows, many of them teen-oriented. The WB Network led the way with "Buffy the Vampire Slayer," "Dawson's Creek" and newcomers, "Roswell" and "Popular.


Finally, talk show personality Regis Philbin crossed over to game shows asking the country, "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?"
By the end of this millennium, 200 million people are online. E-mail becomes a quick and easy alternative to "snail mail."

Mobile phones with features like games, text messaging, paging and caller ID are showing up in backpacks across the country, especially with Nokia Xpress-on covers in the color of your choice.

Dell introduces the WebPC designed specifically for surfing the internet.

MP3 players allow music lovers to create their own CDs via downloadable files from the internet.

SEGA Dreamcast the 128-bit superconsole, with a built-in 56k modem, brings the most realistic video gameplay ever developed to consumers. Sony will be competing with the updated Playstation 2, due out later this year.

The iMac is released with a unique transparent casing which comes in delicious colors like blueberry, tangerine and lime.

Personal DVD and MP3 players are more accessible; mobile phones are smaller; and Apple introduces a revolutionary new computer design.